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Executive Summary
The Public Utilities Office (PUO) engaged The Brattle Group to review market power
mitigation mechanisms that could be applied to the wholesale electricity market in the South
West Interconnected System (SWIS). This review occurs in the context of reforms planned
for July 2018 to align the SWIS’s Wholesale Electricity Market (WEM) operations with the
National Energy Market (NEM), including the NEM’s security-constrained co-optimisation of
energy and ancillary services markets. The planned reforms include broader changes to the
WEM, including introducing a capacity auction, although our focus here is the energy
market.
With one dominant gentailer in the WEM, the market is structurally not competitive. Market
power mitigation is clearly needed to achieve least-cost outcomes similar to a competitive
market. This whitepaper addresses the following key questions:
•

What are the objectives of market power mitigation, and what criteria should be used
to evaluate alternative approaches?

•

How well does the existing market power mitigation approach work, and how can it
be improved, particularly to accommodate the planned transformation of market
operations to align with the NEM?

•

How well do alternative approaches compare, considering lessons learned from the
existing WEM and from the NEM, New Zealand, United Kingdom, and other similar
power markets?

•

Which approach best meets the established evaluation criteria, given the WEM’s
particular market design and market structure?

Relatedly, we have been asked by the PUO to evaluate whether to continue, change, or
eliminate the Short Term Energy Market (STEM) component of the current WEM, by
comparing benefits and costs of the STEM and several alternatives that stakeholders have
suggested.
CONCLUSIONS ABOUT MARKET POWER MITIGATION
The goal of market power mitigation is to recreate the maximally efficient outcome of a
competitive market. In the WEM, where a capacity mechanism complements the energy
market, the competitive ideal is for energy offers to reflect suppliers’ short-run marginal costs
(SRMC).
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“SRMC” should be defined as “all costs that a supplier without market power would include
in forming its profit-maximising offer.” This includes all costs of generating energy that are
“marginal” over a dispatch cycle in that they would not have been incurred if the generator
had been available but not running. It encompasses but is not limited to: fuel and non-fuel
startup costs amortised over a reasonable expectation of output; all fuel costs incurred once
the unit is started up; variable operating and maintenance costs; and any opportunity costs,
such as the opportunity cost of fuel that could otherwise have been sold. Failing to account
for these costs in forming a competitive offer would not maximise profits for a price-taking
supplier lacking market power, and it would lead to uneconomic operating decisions:
submitting a lower offer would risk having to produce when prices do not cover all costs
caused by producing; submitting a higher offer would risk failing to clear the market and earn
net revenues when prices exceed one’s costs.
SRMC-based offers support operational efficiency by allowing the system operator to dispatch
the lowest-cost available resources. Furthermore, resources with SRMCs below the clearing
price earn net energy revenues, supporting investment in the most economically efficient mix
of technologies. Meanwhile, the capacity mechanism provides additional fixed cost recovery
to attract and retain sufficient total capacity to meet reliability objectives.
Having established that attaining SRMC-based prices should be the primary objective of
market power mitigation in the WEM’s energy market, we present criteria for evaluating the
relative merits of each potential mitigation approach:
•

Primarily, the ability to achieve SRMC-based pricing;

•

Avoidance of false positive interventions and significant false negatives;

•

Cost effectiveness, including costs incurred by the market monitor as well as costs
imposed on market participants;

•

Transparency in how rules will be implemented and enforced; and

•

Timeliness, that is, feasibility of implementation by the July 2018 deadline.

After considering a range of options, we recommend keeping the WEM’s current approach to
mitigating market power, with some refinements. The current approach works by requiring
that suppliers offer energy at their “reasonable expectation of SRMC” in both the STEM and
the balancing market. This requirement is enforced by the threat of punitive action if
suppliers do not comply, “when such behaviour relates to market power.” This type of
approach to mitigation is commonly used in other markets and is known as “ex post”
behavioural mitigation because it governs offer behaviour as opposed to market structure and
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because it functions after the market clears. Ex post approaches rely on judgment and bespoke
analysis rather than (only) formulaic testing.
The primary shortcomings of the current approach are that neither “reasonable expectation of
SRMC” nor “when such behaviour relates to market power” are defined in the WEM Rules,
and there is considerable confusion regarding these terms among market participants.
Specifically, market participants are unsure which costs they are allowed to include when
constructing their offers. This lack of clarity increases market participants’ risks and
potentially raises the market monitor’s enforcement costs.
We make the following recommendations for improving the current approach, based on our
review of the characteristics of the WEM, the market power mitigation mechanisms used by
other markets that share some common features with the WEM, and economic principles:
1. Revise the Wholesale Electricity Market rules limiting generator offers so that
they clearly do not refer to intent, an elusive matter to prove. Change “when such
behaviour relates to market power” to “when the supplier has market power and
their behaviour raises prices above competitive levels.” Here, “market power” is
the ability to profitably raise the market price;
2. Clarify the definition of “SRMC” as described above;
3. Consider whether to increase the current offer cap so generators can more reliably
recover their SRMCs;
4. Continue to use screening analyses as part of a behavioural market power
mitigation approach focused on ex post observed deviations from SRMC, subject to
the above revisions. Screens can identify possible violations and trigger further
investigation when warranted;
5. Mitigate the balancing market and the STEM consistent with the above revisions;
and
6. Apply essentially the same approach to mitigating the ancillary services markets.
The other options we evaluated for mitigating market power in the WEM do not satisfy the
evaluation criteria as well as the revised current approach. We discuss ex ante mitigation,
where generator offers are sometimes changed by the market operator or monitor when
market conditions are particularly conducive to the exercise of market power. This approach
is unsuitable for the WEM because it requires the market monitor to have information
regarding generators’ costs that is unlikely to be available when facing non-transparent gas
markets and uncertainty regarding the generator’s likely output profile.
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We examine “semi-regulated forward sales” approaches, which require or incentivise
dominant suppliers to function as market makers and offer standard products bilaterally or on
centralised exchanges; these approaches are used in New Zealand and the United Kingdom.
We find that these approaches significantly increase liquidity of forward markets but are not
sufficient to fully mitigate market power. Thus, this approach fails to meet the primary
objective outlined above.
Another approach we review involves requiring dominant suppliers to sell some or all of their
generation forward through long-term contracts in such a way that diminishes their long
positions and reduces their incentive and/or ability to exercise market power. The key would
be to determine the contractual quantities of sales needed to reduce the major suppliers’ net
long positions much of the time, what types of contractual terms would work for both buyers
and sellers in the WEM, and how to ensure reasonable pricing of contracts.
If contracts effectively make the market structurally more competitive and/or transfer
operational control of facilities, they reduce the likelihood that suppliers exercise market
power. However, a behavioural market power mitigation mechanism also would be needed to
discipline behaviour under those temporal conditions where the market is still susceptible to
market power. Uncompetitive conditions are inevitable because it would be impossible to
construct a schedule of forward contractual sales that would perfectly match the dominant
supplier’s long position at all times. Moreover, even moderately-sized suppliers can have
market power during peak demand periods when supplies become tight. Market power can
become especially acute locally when transmission constraints protect local suppliers from
competitors.
Yet, with generation sold forward through long-term contracts, the instances of substantial
market power would become less frequent and less severe. Fewer instances of abuse would
elude detection under the behavioural mitigation mechanism, and fewer costly investigations
would have to be undertaken. We therefore recommend improving the structural
competitiveness of the market through long-term contracts if not physical divestiture, while
retaining behavioural market power mitigation mechanisms. Structural reform could be
accomplished in the long term, although not by July of 2018.
CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE STEM
The STEM is a centrally-administered day-ahead market where market participants can trade
around their longer-term contractual positions without having to arrange a short-term
bilateral trade, without waiting until real-time, and without being exposed to the volatility of
the balancing market. The STEM offers liquidity and competitive prices by imposing must-
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offer obligations and other market power mitigation measures—which are essential in a
market as concentrated as the WEM. This helps small retailers to access more competitive
wholesale markets and offer attractive retail prices, ultimately benefitting consumers.
We recommend continuing the STEM within the new market design because no alternatives
we evaluated provided better value. Bilateral-only markets or independently-run exchanges
do not provide the same competitive pricing because they cannot impose effective market
power mitigation. The only alternative we considered that could provide similar value is an
AEMO-run exchange with market-maker provisions applied to Synergy. However, we do not
see how this would improve on the STEM, and designing the required market-maker
provisions would be complicated.
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I.

Introduction
A.

CONTEXT: THE ELECTRICITY MARKET REVIEW AND PROPOSED REFORMS

Western Australia’s Minister for Energy initiated a comprehensive “Electricity Market
Review” in 2014, motivated primarily by the rising cost of electricity in the South West
Interconnected System (SWIS). 1 The Review examined the SWIS’s structure, design, and
regulatory regime. It sought ways to reduce costs while shifting future investment fully to the
private sector. 2
Phase 1 of the Electricity Market Review identified an urgent need for industry and market
reform in the electricity sector to address a problem of high and increasing costs of electricity
services. Phase 2 of the Electricity Market Review was launched by the Minister for Energy
on 24 March 2015. It aimed to give effect to Government’s preferred reform options to
achieve the Electricity Market Review Objectives, reforming existing arrangements, and
retaining the energy plus capacity market structure, rather than transitioning to an energyonly NEM-like market. 3
Reform projects under Phase 2 can be categorised into four workstreams—Network
Regulation, Market Competition, Institutional Arrangements, and Wholesale Electricity
Market Improvements.
As part of the Wholesale Electricity Markets Improvements workstream, the Western
Australia Public Utilities Office (PUO) published a position paper in March 2016 proposing
specific market reforms for the wholesale energy and ancillary service (E&AS) markets. 4 The
PUO noted that the current market systems and processes do not account for physical
network constraints, and that reforms are necessary to improve efficiency while ensuring
system security and harmonising the wholesale electricity market with other ongoing

1

See Western Australia PUO (2014).

2

Ibid., p. 1.
The Review had three objectives: (1) reducing costs without compromising safety and reliability,
(2) reducing “Government exposure to energy market risks, with a particular focus on having
future generation built by the private sector without Government investment, underwriting or
other financial support,” and (3) attracting private-sector participants to facilitate long-term
investment.

3

Nahan (2015).

4

Western Australia PUO (2016a).
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reforms. The PUO proposed to adopt a security-constrained market design, implement
individual facility bidding for all participants, and co-optimise the energy and ancillary
markets. 5 The PUO’s proposed design includes later gate closure, shorter dispatch cycles, and
the use of the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO)’s dispatch engine, as well as
several supplementary changes to market operations and processes that will support closer
alignment with the NEM. 6 The Minister for Energy endorsed the proposed design principles
on 28 July 2016. 7
The PUO’s position paper noted that the Wholesale Electricity Market is still far from fully
competitive. While the dominant position of Synergy as both a generator and a retailer
provides the most obvious example of market power, the network configuration and small
size of the SWIS means that many generators can hold locational market power during
periods of network congestion.
The paper correctly explained that market power can be applied in several ways to influence
pricing outcomes, including: withholding generation, to create conditions of shortage and so
increase prices; and submitting offers at excessive prices.
The position paper proposed several reforms to the energy and ancillary service markets in
the SWIS. The paper invited stakeholder submissions in respect of the proposed reforms,
including requests for feedback on several specific matters. The majority of the submissions
received were either broadly supportive of the proposed reforms or were limited to matters of
commercial relevance to the submitting party.

B.

POINTS ADDRESSED IN THIS WHITEPAPER

The position paper recommended no fundamental changes to the market power mitigation
measures currently in place. The position paper did note that some refinements may be
needed to reflect specific design features of the new real-time markets and to provide greater
clarity to market participants about their obligations.
Submissions received by the PUO on the position paper indicated that opinions on the value
of short-run marginal cost (SRMC) based bidding obligations and the need for clarity on these
obligations varied widely. After considering the submissions received, the PUO decided to

5

Western Australia PUO (2016a), pp. vii-ix.

6

Western Australia PUO (2016a), p. ix.

7

Government of Western Australia (2016).
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undertake a broader review of market power mitigation measures for the energy and
AS markets and to publish a separate paper on this matter during the second half of 2016 for
stakeholder consultation.
The PUO asked that we address the following points regarding the mitigation of market
power: 8
•

Relevant considerations for determining an appropriate mechanism for mitigating
market power in the WEM, along with criteria to assess the relative merits of
alternative mechanisms. We define objectives and evaluation criteria in Section II.A
of this whitepaper.

•

Advantages and shortcomings of the current mechanisms for mitigating market power
in the WEM, which oblige participants with market power to submit offers no greater
than their reasonable expectation of the short-run marginal cost (SRMC) of generating
the relevant electricity. We evaluate the current mechanism in Section II.B.

•

Opportunities for the current market power mitigation measures to be retained, but
improved. We identify potential improvements in Section II.C.

•

Whether there are better alternatives for mitigating market power in light of the
WEM’s characteristics and the evaluation criteria identified above. Section II.D
evaluates alternatives, considering:

8

–

Identification, at a high level, of alternative mechanisms for mitigating market
power in the WEM that may promote competitive and efficient market outcomes,
and the advantages and disadvantages of the alternative mechanisms relative to
the current mechanism.

–

Mechanisms for mitigating market power applied in the National Electricity
Market, the United Kingdom, New Zealand and other relevant markets, and the
potential relevance and applicability of these mechanisms to the WEM.

–

Identification, at a high level, of the implementation requirements for the
alternative market power mitigation mechanisms described above.

Several enforcement actions in the U.S. have involved the placement of intentionally below-cost
offers for generation into electricity markets to garner out-of-market or other types of payments,
the net result of which was profitable to the generation owner. The mitigation of such behavior is
premised on market rules that prohibit fraud or the creation of an “artificial” price, not on the acts
of withholding that typify market power abuse. While we want the PUO to be aware of these
issues, the scope of this whitepaper is limited to the mitigation of market power used to inflate
market prices above competitive levels.
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•

Identification of circumstances in which market power mitigation in the energy
component of the WEM may no longer be required. This is addressed in Section II.E,
Long-Term Considerations.

The PUO also asked us to address a somewhat related question that stakeholders have raised:
whether to continue, change, replace, or eliminate the current market’s Short Term Energy
Market (STEM). We address this question in Section III, starting by describing the purpose of
the STEM for providing buyers access to a liquid, competitive day-ahead market for hedging
exposure to the balancing market. We then evaluate alternative options’ ability to provide
similar benefits, while considering potential implementation costs and timing.

II.

Market Power Mitigation

The Electricity Market Review’s proposed reforms to the wholesale energy market and
capacity mechanism are consistent with the widely accepted economic principle that
competitive markets can minimise costs. Competitive markets do so by rewarding the most
cost-efficient suppliers and by spurring suppliers to reduce their costs—by innovating,
operating, and investing as efficiently as possible.
However, an electricity market may not behave competitively if it is highly concentrated in
terms of potential suppliers. Under these conditions, suppliers may have both the ability and
the incentive to physically or economically withhold output, 9 raising prices and creating
economic deadweight loss.
To prevent such outcomes, most electricity markets, particularly those that are significantly
concentrated, employ some form of market power mitigation. 10 The WEM is no exception
and in fact has much greater concentration than many electricity markets, with one
particularly dominant player. 11 Mitigating market power is therefore essential for achieving
the system-wide cost-minimising results that are associated with a fully competitive market.

9

“Physical” withholding refers to a situation in which a unit is declared unavailable (e.g., for
maintenance) and “economic” withholding refers to a situation in which a unit is offered into the
market at such a high price that there is a negligible chance that it will be dispatched.

10

By “market power mitigation” we mean rules designed to constrain the behaviour of market
participants in addition to the provisions of general competition law.

11

Synergy owns or has long-term contracts for around 70 percent of total generating capacity in the
SWIS.
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The key questions are, what specifically should market power mitigation aim to do, and how
should it be implemented in the WEM?
These questions were addressed when developing the WEM’s current market power
mitigation procedures. However, stakeholders are raising them again as part of an ongoing
debate and in light of the planned reforms to align the energy market with the NEM and to
adopt a new capacity mechanism design.
Below we address these questions for the energy market only, not for the capacity
mechanism. We start by establishing the objectives of market power mitigation and
identifying Western Australia’s specific characteristics that affect the design of effective
market power mitigation. We then present a range of market power mitigation options,
synthesising lessons learned from the existing WEM and from the NEM, New Zealand,
United Kingdom, and other similar markets. Finally, we evaluate which approach best meets
the established evaluation criteria, given the WEM’s particular market design and market
structure.

A.

OBJECTIVES AND EVALUATION CRITERIA
1.

Objectives

The objective of market power mitigation is to recreate the efficient outcome of a competitive
market. But what would a competitive market look like in the WEM? A key feature of the
WEM is that it is really two complementary sets of markets: a capacity market to secure
enough installed capacity to be able to meet demand on the hottest day of the year, consistent
with reliability objectives; and an energy and ancillary services market to meet real-time
needs, given the capacity available. The latter is the focus of this whitepaper, but it is affected
by the presence of the capacity market. If the capacity market provides sufficient recovery of
fixed costs to meet reliability objectives, the energy market need not provide any more than
the SRMC of the marginal energy resource. This is what competitive markets would produce
and what the market power mitigation mechanism should emulate, as we illustrate below.
SRMC represents all of the additional costs incurred by a generator when it is generating, and
excludes costs that it incurs whether it generates or not.
But first consider an energy-only market, where there is no capacity mechanism. If the
market is perfectly competitive all the time, each supplier would offer to generate at its
SRMC. Offering at any price higher than SRMC would risk not clearing and thus losing a
chance to earn net revenues whenever prices exceed cost. In such a market, the most efficient
“baseload” resources will earn the highest net revenues, and the least efficient “peaking”
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resources will earn very little. The problem is that the peaking resources will not recover
their fixed costs (the “last” unit that is only required in the hottest hour of the year may not
recover any fixed costs at all); other resources may earn more, but they typically have higher
fixed costs and will likely not earn enough overall to stay in business. Such a market will not
meet reliability objectives and is not sustainable. This is why energy-only markets have to
allow energy prices higher than SRMC. Some allow offers above SRMC that are rational for
supplies to submit when market conditions become tight and competition becomes thin.
Some impose administratively-determined “scarcity pricing,” for example when operating
reserves are sacrificed for energy. And most energy-only markets have much higher price
caps than non-energy-only markets.
Markets with a capacity mechanism have a different solution to recovering fixed costs. They
pay capacity prices sufficiently high to provide all the “missing money” needed to meet
resource adequacy objectives (money that is “missing” in an energy-only market at SRMC).
They do so as follows: the capacity market will clear at a price where the demand curve
intersects a competitive supply curve; the marginal capacity resource will be paid its offer and
set the capacity price for all other resources. 12 If that marginal resource’s capacity offer was
competitive, it is indifferent between committing to provide capacity and not (i.e., retiring or
not entering the market in the first place). That is, its offer price would just recover its
avoidable going-forward fixed costs that are not expected to be recovered in the energy
market. All other cleared capacity resources are inframarginal and expect to earn more than
their net fixed costs. Uncleared capacity resources from higher up the supply curve had
higher net fixed costs. But the market settles at just the right price where enough resources
clear to meet demand and are happy to do so because they at least recover their fixed costs.
This mechanism works no matter how little fixed cost recovery may have occurred in the
energy market.
Because the WEM includes a capacity mechanism, the competitive ideal—which the market
power mitigation should emulate—is for energy offers and clearing prices to reflect SRMC.
This will not cause missing money. It will support economic efficiency. The market will
support operational efficiency by sending short-term price signals to dispatch only the lowest
cost resources. SRMC-based energy prices also support investment efficiency by providing
greater net energy revenues to generators with lower SRMCs and encouraging investment in
the most economically efficient mix of technologies. Meanwhile, the capacity mechanism

12

For a complete description, see Western Australia PUO (2016b).
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provides additional cost recovery to attract and retain enough total capacity to meet
reliability objectives.

2.

Criteria for Evaluating Mechanisms

The primary criterion for evaluating a candidate market power mitigation mechanism for the
WEM is that it achieves the objective described above: it must successfully mitigate market
power and yield a WEM that reasonably approximates a fully competitive market.
Specifically, the approach must achieve SRMC-based energy prices. This criterion is the main
differentiator among possible approaches. If this criterion is met, we consider the following
secondary criteria regarding practical implementation considerations: Avoid false positives

and egregious false negatives. This is important to specify as the market monitor will
inevitably have imperfect information on resources’ actual costs. As such, the market power
mitigation process should be designed to avoid too many “false positives” regarding the
alleged exercise of market power, which can lead to costly disputes, potentially distorted
market prices, depressed participation in the market, and ultimately higher costs to
consumers. Some “false negatives” can be tolerated, where an exercise of market power is not
identified for purposes of mitigation, but egregious false negatives cannot.
•

Cost effectiveness. It is important to avoid excessive administrative overhead and
implementation costs for the market operator, market monitor or market participants.

•

Transparency in how rules will be interpreted and enforced. It is important for the
standards to be defined clearly so that suppliers can participate in the market without
facing significant uncertainty or risk of being penalised for competitive offer
behaviour (i.e., false positives).

•

Timeliness. Any changes must be feasible to implement given the July 2018 deadline.

B.

EVALUATION OF WEM’S CURRENT MARKET POWER MITIGATION MECHANISM

We first present a brief discussion of market fundamentals that affect market power
mitigation in Western Australia. We then describe the current approach to market power
mitigation, and its advantages and potential shortcomings.

1.

Relevant Energy Market Characteristics

The WEM is a small, concentrated market with one very dominant entity, Synergy, which
currently generates approximately 50 percent of total electricity in the WEM 13 and has access

13

Synergy (2016).
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to another 20 percent of generation through long-term bilateral contracts. 14 Clearly, such a
dominant supplier would have both the incentive and the ability to exercise market power
under many circumstances, absent mitigation.
Other suppliers are smaller, but they too could have market power from time to time,
particularly when transmission constraints reduce the size of the relevant market. We
understand that transmission constraints in WEM are expected to become increasingly
common. Since transmission congestion is managed through pay-as-bid, out-of merit-order
payments, it may be possible for generators to exert locational market power in the balancing
market.
Although the structural factors noted above necessitate market power mitigation, the WEM
has two factors making it difficult to determine a competitive benchmark for what offers and
prices should be: one-part energy offers and non-transparent gas costs. These factors make it
difficult for the market monitor to have accurate and timely information regarding a
generator’s SRMC. As a result, market power mitigation must be implemented carefully so as
not to force generators to operate when they are not economic. For example, the formulaic ex

ante offer mitigation practised in many U.S. energy markets may not be appropriate.
•

One-part energy offers. In the WEM, generators submit “one-part” energy bids to
cover all of their costs of operating, including incremental fuel and O&M costs as well
as the minimum startup costs, no-load costs, 15 and any other costs incurred. Whether
an offer is judged competitive depends strongly on the assumed duty cycle over which
startup costs can be recovered. In the WEM, a generator submits independent offers
for each trading interval, but the SRMCs of generating in each trading interval are not
independent, meaning that whether the offer for a particular trading interval is at or
above SRMC cannot be determined without considering the adjacent windows. This is
in contrast to most U.S. markets, where generators provide three separate cost-based
offers (a startup cost, a no-load cost, and a monotonically increasing incremental
energy cost curve) and the system operator optimally commits and dispatches
resources over all periods in the day. Although only the incremental energy offer
components set prices, all generators that the system operator commits are entitled to

14

Derived from Hansard where Synergy’s share of the SWIS generation market referenced as 70
percent; see, Assembly Estimates Committee B (2016).

15

The “no-load” is the theoretical cost to run at zero net output. Even if a generator cannot run at
such a low output level, the no-load cost is the amount that has to be added to the integrated,
monotonically-increasing incremental fuel cost curve to express the total fuel cost. See PJM
(2011).
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“uplift” payments if necessary to fully recover all of their as-offered costs on a daily
basis or cycle basis.
•

Non-transparent gas costs. Generators’ relevant gas costs are not transparent in the
WEM. Gas-fired generators in the WEM generally obtain fuel through long-term
bilateral contracts, and even if a particular generator’s contract price is fairly stable,
the opportunity cost impact of burning gas at a particular time may depend on
whether the contracts are take-or-pay, whether storage is available, and whether
transportation charges are volumetric or fixed. Moreover, the spot market, which may
be the most relevant measure of opportunity cost, is thin and non-transparent.

WEM’s reformed energy market commencing on 1 July 2018 will retain these same basic
features plus additional ones: offers in the balancing market will be facility-based instead of
portfolio-based; the balancing market (including the iterative pre-dispatch process leading up
to the physical dispatch) will account for transmission constraints and co-optimised energy
and ancillary services; constrained-on generation will be compensated as bid while
constrained-off generation will not be compensated. Other notable new features include
shorter gate closure and settlement cycles, and 5-minute dispatch intervals with 30-minute
settlement at the average price over the six intervals.

2.

Overview of the Current Approach to Market Power Mitigation

The WEM Rules preclude a generator from offering into the STEM and balancing market
above the generator’s “reasonable expectation of the short run marginal cost of generating the
relevant electricity…when such behaviour relates to market power.” 16 Consistent with this
guideline, the current WEM has three main mechanisms to mitigate market power: mustoffer requirements, ex ante energy offer limits, and, most importantly, ex post reviews.
First, generators with capacity credits are required to offer available capacity into the STEM
and balancing markets. This prevents physical withholding, but does not prevent generators
from offering at excessively high prices (economic withholding); this is addressed by other
mechanisms.
Second, the WEM has two ex ante energy price limits in the STEM and balancing markets:
•

The Maximum STEM price (which applies in dispatch intervals for which gas is the
fuel for the highest cost peaking plant); and

16

Western Australia PUO (2016a), p. 66.
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•

The Alternative Maximum STEM price (which applies in dispatch intervals for which
liquid fuel is required for the highest cost peaking plant).

These price limits are set to recover the short-run average cost (SRAC) of the highest cost
peaking plants in at least 80 percent of dispatch cycles between 0.5 and 6 hours long. 17 In
practice, this constraint is rarely binding, and prices rarely clear at this level. Between July
2012 and December 2015, the Balancing Price reached the constraint in only 50 trading
intervals, and the STEM Clearing Price never reached the constraint. 18 The current Maximum
STEM Price is $240 per MWh, and the current Alternative Maximum STEM Price is $367 per
MWh. 19
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the market monitor 20 conducts various screening
analyses after the fact. We understand that these screens may compare offers to benchmarks
and to prior offers and may compute measures of market power. When the screens indicate a
possible exercise of market power, the market monitor would ask the supplier for an informal
explanation of its behaviour before initiating a formal investigation. 21 If a formal
investigation 22 finds that a supplier exercised market power, that supplier could be subject to
civil penalties.
An important distinction between different types of market power mitigation measures is
whether mitigation operates ex ante, on a formulaic basis, or ex post requiring a degree of
judgement. The Maximum STEM Price and Alternative Maximum STEM Price approaches
described above are ex ante mechanisms: a generator offer price is compared with the precalculated caps and, if the offer price is above the cap, the offer is rejected. This mechanism is
formulaic and not punitive. In contrast, the rule that suppliers with market power must not
submit bids above a reasonable expectation of SRMC is enforced through an ex post approach:
whether or not a market participant has complied with the rule can be assessed only after the
fact, and compliance cannot be determined on a formulaic basis. Even on an after-the-fact
basis, it may not be straightforward to determine what SRMC was; judgement is self-

17

Ibid., p. 65.

18

Ibid., p 65.

19

AEMO (2016c).

20

As of 1 July 2016, the Economic Regulatory Authority (ERA) has responsibility for compliance
and enforcement functions, with support from the AEMO.

21

As of October 2015, there has been only one investigation related to this rule. In 2014–15, ERA
investigated Vinalco Energy Pty Ltd (Vinalco), a supplier owned by Synergy. (ERA) (2015a)

22

Undertaken by the Electricity Review Board.
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evidently required in determining a “reasonable expectation”; and it may not always be clear
whether a supplier has market power.
Since an ex post approach is not formulaic, it is relatively costly to apply. If the ex post
approach is calibrated to catch few false positives and therefore only the worst offending
behaviour, it is necessary that the consequences of being found in breach of the rules should
be punitive (i.e., should not be equivalent to the outcome that would have been obtained if
the market participant had not breached the rules—the market participant will be worse off
having breached the rules and been caught than if they had not breached the rules in the first
place). Because the ex post approach can result in punitive consequences for offering above
SRMC, the existence of the mitigation mechanism provides a disincentive to breach the rules.

3.

Advantages of the Current Approach

The current approach to mitigating market power in the WEM has several advantages. First,
it explicitly targets SRMC-based pricing, which accords with the primary objective of
mitigation we established above.
Additionally, the current approach utilises primarily ex post mitigation, which is more suited
to certain institutional features of the WEM than ex ante mitigation. This is due to several
factors that make it difficult for the market monitor to know generators’ costs ex ante. The
required one-part energy offers require participants to amortise no-load and startup costs in
their generator offers in a way that depends on their expected duty cycle. Because the market
monitor cannot observe each generator’s expected duty cycle, only the realised cycle, it is not
possible to calculate the generator’s expected SRMC even with perfect information on actual
costs. This precludes formulaic ex ante mitigation. Gas costs are also difficult for the market
monitor to observe, further hindering the market monitor’s accurate calculation of ex ante
costs. For further discussion, see Sections and II.B.1 and II.D.1.a.

4.

Potential Shortcomings of the Current Approach

The current approach has several shortcomings and potential limitations. Perhaps most
importantly, market participants need greater clarity regarding the definition and
interpretation of the key clauses governing their behaviour. The current guidelines,
“reasonable expectation of short run marginal cost” and “when such behaviour relates to
market power,” are unclear as neither “SRMC” nor “market power” are defined in the WEM
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Rules. 23 This lack of clarity increases market participants’ risks, and potentially increases the
market monitor’s enforcement costs.
Relatedly, the current market rules limiting generator offers seem to place an unnecessary
burden on the market monitor to prove that a market participant intended to exercise market
power before applying corrective action. Clause 6.6.3 (limiting generator offers into the
STEM) and Clause 7A.2.17 (similarly limiting offers into the balancing market) have similar
language that a “Market Participant must not…offer prices…in excess of [their] reasonable
expectation of the short run marginal cost of generating the relevant electricity by the
Balancing Facility, when such behaviour relates to market power” 24 (emphasis added). The
clause, “when such behaviour relates to” seems to refer to intent. Intent is notoriously
difficult to investigate and prove. Having to prove intent increases enforcement costs and
reduces transparency surrounding how the rules are interpreted and enforced.
Another potential shortcoming of the current approach is that it was designed for the current
WEM and may not be as well suited for the reformed WEM. We discuss in the following
section how the current approach can be extended to accommodate the balancing market, the
STEM, and the ancillary services markets in the new design.
A perceived flaw of the current approach identified by market participants is that SRMC is
too low and does not allow suppliers to include all of their short-run variable costs of
operating in their SRMC-based offers. This is related to the issue described above that the
definition of SRMC is unclear. A properly broad definition of “SRMC” would certainly
include all incremental costs from generating rather than not, as discussed below. However,
other market participants have argued that generators should be able to recover more of their
fixed costs through the energy market. While it is true that some fixed costs will be recovered
in the energy market by inframarginal producers, competitive energy offers and prices should
not consider fixed costs, as discussed in Section II.A.1.

C.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING THE CURRENT APPROACH

We make the following recommendations, based on our review of the future characteristics
of the WEM, the market power mitigation mechanisms used by other markets that share
some common features with the WEM, and economic principles:

23

Western Australia PUO (2016a), p. 66.

24

Ibid.
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1. Revise the WEM Rules limiting generator offers so that they clearly do not refer
to intent, an elusive matter to prove. Change “when such behaviour relates to
market power” to “when the supplier has market power and their behaviour raises
prices above competitive levels.” Here, “market power” is the ability to profitably
raise the market price;
2. Clarify the definition of “SRMC” consistent with the competitive market standard;
3. Consider whether to increase the current ex ante offer cap so generators can more
reliably recover their SRMCs;
4. Continue to use screens as part of an ex post SRMC-based approach, subject to the
above revisions. Screens can identify possible violations and trigger further
investigation when warranted;
5. Mitigate the balancing market and the STEM consistent with the above revisions;
and
6. Apply essentially the same approach to mitigating the ancillary services markets.

1.

Amend Rules to Remove Suggestion of Intent

We recommend that the phrase “when such behaviour relates to market power” of clauses
6.6.3 (limiting generator offers into the STEM) and 7A.2.17 (limiting offers into the balancing
market) in the WEM Rules be changed to “when the supplier has market power and their
behaviour raises prices above competitive levels;” Here, “market power” is the ability to
profitably raise the market price. 25
This revision captures the important point that the market monitor is concerned only about
bidding above SRMC when it affects market outcomes, without requiring that they prove
intent. This change may decrease the costs of investigation and allow the market monitor to
mitigate market power even when intent cannot be proven. Furthermore, the change should
improve transparency regarding how the rule is interpreted.

25

The definitions and rules could be extended to the opposite situation, where a large gentailer’s
portfolio position becomes net short and it has the ability and incentive to drive prices downward
by submitting offers below SRMC. Such behavior could distort market outcomes away from the
competitive ideal and erode economic efficiency. As footnote 8 notes, this possibility is outside of
the scope of this report. If this possibility becomes a significant concern, the PUO may wish to
consider modifying the rules to prevent it.
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2.

Clarify Definition of “SRMC”

A clear definition of “SRMC” is needed to allow suppliers to offer their full SRMC but not
more. A clear definition can also reduce suppliers’ risks of accidentally violating rules when
participating in the market.
We propose defining “SRMC” as “all costs that a supplier without market power would
include in forming its profit-maximising offer.” 26 This includes all costs of generating energy
over a dispatch cycle that would not have been incurred if the generator had been available
but not running. It encompasses, but is not limited to, the following types of cost: fuel and
non-fuel startup costs amortised over a reasonable expectation of output; all fuel costs once
the unit is started up (including no-load costs); operating and maintenance costs that increase
when producing energy; and any opportunity cost, such as the opportunity cost of fuel that
could otherwise have been sold. In the case of the STEM, other opportunity costs and
constraints may apply, as discussed in Section III.C.1 below. This relatively broad definition
reflects the objective of market power mitigation to emulate a competitive market.
Uncertainty has to be considered in establishing an SRMC standard. At the time a generator
forms its offers, it may not know how much energy it will ultimately generate since it cannot
perfectly predict system loads, competing generators’ outputs and costs, and transmission
constraints. This renders uncertain the amount of output over which to amortise startup
costs. Uncertainties may surround fuel opportunity costs and other costs as well.
Any ex post review of offers must recognise these uncertainties and apply a “reasonableness”
standard. However, we cannot specifically define “reasonableness” in general. The ERA
would have to judge the reasonableness of a supplier’s explanations in light of the information
it had at the time it formed its offers.

3.

Consider Whether to Increase the Current Ex Ante Offer Cap

In the WEM, ex ante offer caps should be used only as a backstop to prevent the most
egregious exercises of market power from affecting market settlement. This is because ex post
mitigation is the primary tool for disciplining offers, and if it is doing its job, ex ante caps are

26

We recognize that “SRMC” is sometimes interpreted narrowly to include only incremental costs
resulting from infinitesimally small increases in quantity produced. However, a supplier without
market power needs to consider the startup decision. Thus, any practical use of the marginal cost
concept must account for all related costs over the dispatch cycle under consideration.
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not needed. If ex post mitigation is successfully disciplining offers to adhere to SRMC, then
any time the ex ante cap binds, it may be preventing a resource from recovering its SRMC.
We therefore recommend continuing only loose ex ante offer restrictions, comparable to the
current price caps for liquid and non-liquid fuels. Those caps are tuned to fully compensate
the most expensive peaking resources at least 80 percent of the time. We recommend
revisiting this standard and consider raising the cap to cover SRMCs in a greater percentage of
dispatch cycles (i.e., with a lower probability of exceedance).
Under the current WEM Rules, market prices can never exceed the highest offers, making
the offer cap function as a price cap as well. Once the WEM transitions to co-optimised,
security-constrained dispatch with the National Electricity Market Dispatch Engine
(NEMDE), market prices could mathematically exceed offer prices. We understand that the
PUO will examine whether and how to limit market prices in a separate study.

4.

Continue to Use Ex Post Screens to Identify the Need for Further
Investigation

When using ex post mitigation strategies, the market monitor applies screening analyses to
identify possible violations that warrant further scrutiny. The market monitor should
continue to use two basic types of screens consistent with the principles outlined above to:
1. Identify when market power exists, by defining the relevant market and analysing
market conditions and supplier positions; and
2. Identify when a supplier’s offers exceed SRMCs.
Because the market monitor lacks perfect information about participants’ costs and portfolios,
no test will be perfect. Some amount of false negatives is inevitable. False positives will occur
as well and can presumably be resolved through investigations. The market monitor will have
to tune the screens to avoid too many false positives and costly investigations, while also
avoiding egregious false negatives that permit uncompetitive outcomes.
We believe the use of screens will require discretion, not a formula. For example, the screens
may indicate that a supplier offered significantly above SRMC but did not seem to have
market power. Such a case may still warrant investigation, however, in case the participant
indeed did hold market power that was not apparent when conducting the screen.
We discuss in Appendix A some concepts that the market monitor could consider
incorporating into its screens if it has not already done so.
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5.

Apply these Principles to the Balancing Market and STEM

All of the market power mitigation principles and methods we describe should apply to every
live offer for every trading interval in the balancing market: from the time the pre-dispatch
window opens the day before, through the successive pre-dispatch iterations conducted every
thirty minutes, until the final submission used to dispatch the system and settle the balancing
market. The pre-dispatch process provides preliminary price signals to help suppliers plan
their deployments to produce energy, provide operating reserves, and manage transmission
constraints. These preliminary prices (as well as the final prices) must reflect SRMCs in order
to achieve an efficient physical dispatch.
Financially, the balancing market is the ultimate market that works backwards to help
discipline forward markets, since if forward prices significantly exceeded expected balancing
prices, buyers could wait to purchase in the balancing market. However, that discipline is
likely not enough to obviate the need for mitigating the STEM since that is a separate market
from the balancing market, separated in time, with different information available and
different preferences related to hedging, as discussed in Section III.C.
The must-offer provision and the SRMC standard should therefore continue to apply to the
STEM to ensure that market remains liquid and competitive. As noted above, however, the
SRMC standard needs to account for the (uncertain) information that is available to suppliers
at the time they form their offers.

6.

Apply Essentially the Same Approach to Ancillary Services

The reformed market will include market-based ancillary services, which will need to be
mitigated just like the energy market, due to the concentration of suppliers. The approach to
mitigation can be the same as in the energy market, using the same general definition of
“SRMC.”
Resources providing spinning reserves or load following services cannot simultaneously
provide energy with the same portion of their capacity. 27 Providers of these reserves therefore
face opportunity costs. If a unit is turned on, its incremental cost of providing reserves is its
energy opportunity cost, given by the difference between its incremental energy cost and the
energy clearing price. This opportunity cost is recognised by the dispatch engine as it co-

27

These frequency control ancillary services are known as “contingency raise” and “regulating raise
and regulating lower” services, respectively, in the NEM. See Western Australia PUO (2016a), p.
39.
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optimises energy and ancillary services and sets prices for each. However, the dispatch engine
does not account for the generator’s need to recover its startup costs even if amortised startup

costs were already included in the energy offers.
For example, suppose one unit has an incremental cost of $30/MWh and another has an
incremental cost of $40/MWh, and they each have $20/MWh amortised startup costs, so they
offer $50 and $60, respectively. If the $60 unit is marginal in the energy market, the energy
clearing price will be $60. Furthermore, suppose the $50 unit is marginal in the spinning
reserve market. If the $50 unit does not add startup costs to its offer for spinning reserves, the
dispatch engine will calculate an energy-opportunity-cost-based offer of just $10/MWh (i.e.,
$60–$50). That is clearly not enough to cover startup costs. If the unit is dispatched down to
half load to provide half of its capacity as energy and half as reserves, it will recover only half
of its startup costs. The unit clearly has to be able to add $20/MWh to its spinning reserve
offer so that the dispatch engine will calculate a price of $30 (i.e., $10 + $20).
Therefore, generators offering spinning reserves and load following services have to be able to
include startup costs in their SRMC-based offers. Startup costs would be amortised over total
expected energy output plus reserves, both in MWh. They would not explicitly add energy
opportunity costs to their offers since the dispatch engine accounts for that automatically.

D.

REVIEW OF ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO MITIGATION

Depending on their various characteristics and fundamentals, electricity markets worldwide
have adopted a variety of strategies to prevent the exercise of market power. Most have
implemented strategies to discipline or directly mitigate suppliers’ offers. Some have chosen
strategies that aim to reduce or eliminate the underlying incentive market participants have
to exercise market power, generally in conjunction with offer mitigation and discipline
strategies.
In the sections below, we describe a variety of these mitigation strategies. We provide
examples of where each strategy has been used in other markets, and discuss characteristics of
those markets where relevant to the particular strategies chosen. Finally, we consider each
strategy as a potential option for the WEM, evaluating them against the criteria presented in
Section II.A.2.

1.

Offer Mitigation and Discipline

The approaches discussed in this section are those that target the offer behaviour of market
participants, without changing their fundamental incentives to exercise market power. These
strategies can generally be classified as either ex ante or ex post strategies. Ex ante approaches,
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such as price caps, offer restrictions, and mandated prices, attempt to limit the exercise of
market power (or its effects) directly in the day-ahead or spot markets. Ex post approaches
instead focus on identifying abuses of market power after the market has settled, with the
threat of punitive action to disincentivise suppliers from exercising market power when they
have it.
a.

Ex Ante Market Power Mitigation

Ex Ante Reference Levels
One approach to ex ante mitigation is to mitigate supply offers to calculated “reference
levels.” The market monitor calculates a reference level for each facility that reflects their
SRMC. This calculation uses data provided by each participant on costs, including
expectations of fuel prices, and on the physical characteristics of each facility. Each offer is
evaluated for market power according to the screens discussed below, and when generators
are found to have market power and to be offering above the reference level, the offer is
reduced to the reference level.
This approach is used in most U.S. markets, including PJM, ISO New England (ISO-NE), New
York ISO (NYISO), and Midcontinent ISO (MISO). These markets tend to have capacity
mechanisms and, unlike the WEM, allow three-part energy offers. Three-part offers are more
directly comparable to SRMC cost components knowable by the market monitor; this key
issue is further discussed below.
An example of typical use of ex ante reference levels is in ISO-NE. 28 Depending on the results
of various screens, resources there may not submit offers that exceed their calculated
reference levels by more than a certain amount (50 percent or 300 percent, depending on
whether the resource is in a constrained area or is a dominant supplier). When generators
submit an offer that is too high, and significantly affects the market clearing price, the offer is
mitigated to the resource’s reference level.
This approach has several benefits. First, it is transparent, being applied in a formulaic
manner. Second, as with other ex ante approaches, it is instantaneous, so there is no
uncertainty regarding mitigation. These benefits afford generators greater certainty regarding
operation and revenues, potentially decreasing the risk of un-economic or inefficient
behaviour.

28

FERC (2014), p. 8.
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However, this approach has certain drawbacks, particularly for Western Australia. The

ex ante reference level may not accurately reflect the relevant SRMC of a generator because
of the one-part energy offer structure and non-transparent fuel markets, as described in
Section II.B.1 above. Here, imposing ex ante offer mitigation could easily over-mitigate,
which can move the market away from the SRMC-based competitive outcome. Overmitigation can also discourage suppliers from participating in the market in the long-term.
We thus rule out this type of ex ante offer mitigation for Western Australia.

Blanket Price or Offer Caps
Some markets mitigate market power ex ante using blanket caps on market prices or
generator offers, either alone or in combination with reference-level mechanisms, as
discussed above. Market-wide caps apply to all participants and are generally set high enough
that market participants can nearly always expect to recover their SRMC.
Often the price cap will be set as a function of peaking unit characteristics and fuel prices; the
frequency with which the cap is updated varies among markets. The WEM has such a cap, as
discussed in Sections II.B.2 and II.C.4.
In some markets, a price cap is set much higher than generator offer caps. Prices may rise
several multiples above the offer cap when supply is inadequate to maintain operating
reserves (for example, by imposing reserve constraint penalty factors, which the energyancillary services co-optimisation software will translate into energy prices that can exceed
offer caps). 29 In energy-only markets, scarcity pricing provides incentives for adequate
investments. Even in markets with capacity mechanisms, scarcity pricing can strengthen
incentives for capacity resources to perform whenever they are needed most.
Both price and offer cap strategies have similar drawbacks to those that apply to the reference
level approach. When market caps are set too low, this approach has the potential to be
overly cumbersome for market participants, limiting their flexibility, constraining operational
decisions, and potentially decreasing market efficiency. Alternatively, caps that are set very
high and are rarely binding provide little market power mitigation benefit. For these reasons,
price and offer caps are generally used in conjunction with other, more flexible approaches to
market power mitigation.

29

Other constraints can similarly cause prices to exceed the highest offers. For example, transmission
constraints can do so in a nodal market.
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WEM’s current blanket offer cap is unlikely to provide much market power mitigation
benefit, other than as an absolute upper limit, as it is rarely a binding constraint on supplier
offers. 30 In fact, in the situation where it does bind and market power is not a factor, the cap
may be too low and distort the outcome, pushing the market away from the competitive
outcome, as discussed in Section II.C.3.
b.

Ex Post Market Power Mitigation

In contrast to ex ante mitigation, ex post strategies rely on identifying and punishing the
exercise of market power after settling the market. Successful ex post mitigation requires that
identification be accurate enough, and punishment severe enough, that suppliers find it
disadvantageous to exert market power in the first place. Unless this is true, suppliers may
continue to exert market power to a significant degree, negatively affecting market efficiency.
The major advantage of ex post mitigation is it does not risk interfering with supplier’s offers
based on incomplete information and thus distorting market outcomes. All of the market
monitor’s actions are conducted after the fact, based on careful consideration of the
information available. For example, the market monitor may be able to determine a supplier’s
portfolio position or fuel prices more accurately. Nevertheless, all ex post review must be
conducted from the perspective of the supplier when it formed its offers, given the
uncertainties it faced at that time.

Ex post mitigation is well suited to a variety of markets with differing structures and
operating rules. Whereas ex ante mitigation is infeasible in markets with one-part energy
bidding, ex post mitigation is practical in both markets with one-part and three-part bidding,
and regardless of whether the market is energy-only or employs a capacity mechanism.
Most markets employ some type of ex post market power mitigation. For example, the
Australian NEM (which does not have a capacity mechanism and has no rule about energy
offers reflecting SRMC) relies on antitrust laws to mitigate the abuse of market power. Under
Part IIIAA of the Competition and Consumer Act of 2010, the Australian Energy Regulator
(AER) uses ex post strategies based on competition analyses followed by injunctions and
penalties. 31 The AER monitors several indicators of competitiveness, such as market shares,

30

This refers to the fact that the market price is rarely limited by the offer cap. The offer cap may be
binding for individual market participants, who wish they could bid higher, but the market price
is affected by these offers in very few dispatch cycles.

31

Murray, et al., p. 10.
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the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI), 32 and the residual supply index (a measure of
generator dominance). The AER also considers the percentage of capacity that a generator
dispatches when prices are within certain bands, which may illustrate deliberate capacity
withholding if some generators reduce output while prices rise (or, it may illustrate technical
limitations to plants responding quickly to high prices). 33
The United Kingdom’s electricity market relies on ex post mitigation. The market, operated
by National Grid Electricity Transmission (NGET) 34 and regulated by the Office of Gas and
Electricity Markets (Ofgem), involves a mix of bilateral (contract and over-the-counter)
trading, and short-term trading on various organised exchanges; there is no centralised dayahead spot market. 35 The UK recently established a capacity market as part of the Electricity
Market Reform initiative; the capacity market’s first auction for delivery in 2018/19 was
completed in 2014. 36
As in the NEM, Ofgem relies on antitrust laws to examine and punish anticompetitive
behaviour of electricity generators. 37 Ofgem, in concurrence with the Competition and
Markets Authority (CMA), has the power to enforce prohibitions against market power abuse
under the Competition Act of 1998. Ofgem commences a formal investigation if there are
reasonable grounds for suspecting that an action or behaviour infringes the law. 38 Ofgem
applies the Competition Act in the electricity and gas sectors with specific emphases based on
the distinguishing characteristics of these industries, such as the limited storability of
electricity. 39 Ofgem’s market surveillance team monitors market prices daily and investigates
unusual situations—such as price spikes or periods of low reserve margin—primarily via
publicly- or commercially-available data, and sometimes by obtaining output and bidding
information directly from generators through its powers under the Competition Act and

32

The HHI is a commonly used measure of market concentration.

33

AER (2015), p. 59–61.

34

Ofgem (2016).

35

Reitzes, et al. (2007), p. 48.
As at September 2007, over 90 percent of power traded in the UK was through bilateral
transactions.

36

Ofgem (2015a), p. 69.

37

Garcia and Reitzes (2007).

38

Ofgem (2014), p. 12.

39

Ofgem (2004), p. 15. This report is referenced in Ofgem 2014, and thus references to this
document can be considered “as at” 2014.
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other legislation. 40 Ofgem uses tests to determine “whether a hypothetical monopolist could
profitably sustain prices a small but significant amount above competitive levels.” 41 Although
the European Court has stated that a consistent market share of 50 percent or more indicates
dominance, Ofgem attempts to assess accessibility of substitute products and actual behaviour
in determining the existence of market power, rather than focusing on proxy metrics such as
market share. 42 Ofgem also checks for instances of predatory pricing by applying either a
cost-based or avoidable costs test to assess whether a generator is pricing below average
variable or fixed (avoidable) cost, respectively, as a method to damage the position of a
competitor. 43
Furthermore, Ofgem uses pivotality analysis in monitoring the potential for market power
abuse in the wholesale electricity market. This analysis looks at the critical nature of a given
company’s portfolio of power in clearing supply and demand in a particular period to
determine whether it can exert market power by withholding electricity. 44 Ofgem can issue
an order to stop anticompetitive behaviour, impose a financial penalty, and/or require
generators to divest some of their assets. 45
Most markets that have a capacity mechanism use ex ante mitigation, and most markets
without a capacity mechanism use general competition law rather than any more detailed
rules specific to electricity markets as part of an ex post approach. However, we consider that
the WEM cannot rely only on an ex ante approach: for example, the one-part bidding and the
lack of transparency about fuel prices distinguishes the WEM from US markets that rely on

ex ante mitigation. We also consider that an ex post approach in the WEM would benefit
from more specificity and precision than a restatement of general competition-law principles.
Where there is a capacity market it is reasonable to target SRMC-based prices in the energy
market. It therefore makes sense to develop ex post mitigation that is more specific than
general competition law principles (unlike, for example, in the NEM, 46 where there is no
capacity mechanism and where therefore it is not desirable to target SRMC-based prices).

40

Reitzes, et al. (2007), p. 50.

41

Ofgem (2004), p. 17.

42

Ofgem (2004), p. 21.

43

Ofgem (2004), p. 23.

44

Ofgem (2015a), p. 63.

45

Reitzes, et al. (2007), p. 50. As at September 2014, financial penalties could be “up to 10 percent of
the company’s applicable turnover.” See Ofgem (2014), p. 56.

46

See, for example, discussion in Australian Energy Market Commission (2013).
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Ex post market power mitigation is a broad category that can include many different
strategies. Due in part to this flexibility, we believe an ex post mitigation approach satisfies all
the evaluation criteria for the WEM.
•

It can yield SRMC-based pricing, as long as the threat of punishment for significant
deviations is strong enough.

•

Because mitigation is conducted after the market clears, there is time to conduct
careful evaluations of suspected market power abuses, resulting in minimal false
positives and false negatives.

•

While investigations can be costly, ex post mitigation is generally more cost effective
than other approaches, especially some structural approaches discussed in the next
section.

•

Ex post mitigation can be very transparent, especially when the definitions of SRMC
and market power are clarified as discussed in Section II.C.

•

Finally, because the WEM already relies primarily on ex post mechanisms, any
desired changes can be feasibly implemented by the July 2018 deadline.

2.

Approaches Addressing Incentives

Even when markets employ offer mitigation and discipline strategies discussed above, some
markets have additionally chosen to pursue market power mitigation approaches that change
market participants’ incentives (and sometimes ability) to exert market power in a more
fundamental way. These strategies include structural approaches such as divestiture,
contractual sales, and other forward contract and standard product approaches.
a.

Divestiture of Assets

Some markets have chosen to address significant market power concerns by forcing the
largest suppliers to divest some of their generation assets. Smaller suppliers have less ability
and less incentive to exercise market power. By reducing the dominant position of key
market participants and increasing the number of small participants, these reforms
fundamentally change the incentives in the market and bring it closer to the competitive
standard. However, this divestiture process can be costly and time-consuming up-front and
can increase ongoing costs if the large suppliers have significant economies of scale that are
lost.
Although options that involve structural reform to the market are outside the scope of this
report, we include this approach for completeness. This approach may merit consideration in
the long term, as it is the approach that most directly addresses the cause of market power.
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However, this mechanism would not sufficiently mitigate market power when used alone;
behavioural market power mitigation mechanisms would still be necessary to address market
power occurring during peak loads and/or when transmission constraints bind.
b.

Mandated Long-Term Forward Sales

A related alternative is to require dominant suppliers to contractually sell some or all of their
generation on a forward basis. This causes their net position to be more balanced coming in to
the day ahead and balancing markets. This can diminish their incentive to exercise market
power in those markets if the contracted sales are complete enough to minimise their net
position.
However, without restrictions on the terms and conditions of the contracted sales, the
dominant suppliers still may be able to enjoy the benefits of market power. Since long-term
prices are reflective of expectations regarding future spot prices, sellers that have the
incentive and ability to withhold power in the spot market will be able to potentially obtain
long-term contract prices that reflect their market power.
As a result, the conditions surrounding the contracted sales, including the contract length,
should be specified in a manner that precludes contract prices from reflecting the potential to
exercise market power (e.g., through a mandated auction process where a specified quantity
of power is put up for sale and the seller acts as a price taker, or through a cap on the sale
price). One specific possibility is for the contracts to transfer control to the buyer over
operational and offer decisions, as in a tolling agreement, so that the seller cannot withhold
from the spot market to support high forward prices. This outcome is closer to a “virtual
divestiture” of the generating asset.

Application of Long-Term Forward Sales in Other Electricity Markets
Alberta began restructuring its electricity industry in 1996, part of which involved
transitioning to a competitive wholesale market. Instead of taking the more typical approach
of requiring generators to divest their assets, the Alberta government conducted an auction to
sell the output from existing generating units to qualified buyers via Power Purchase
Agreements (PPAs). 47 The series of auctions were held between 2000 and 2006.

47

AESO (2006), pp. 12–13.
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Under this plan, the owners 48 of each generating unit retained the physical asset. However,
during the term of PPAs, the buyers were granted the rights to “market the output from that
generating unit for the term of the [PPA] and to develop the unit’s daily electricity offer
strategy to the Power Pool. 49 After expiration of the contract, in many cases as long as 20
years, the offer rights to the generating unit would revert to the owner.
The terms of compensation were dictated by the PPA; in general, the owner was
compensated through a combination of fixed, variable, and incentive payments 50 for capacity,
energy, and maintenance. The compensation terms were intended to mimic the
compensation that the owners would receive under traditional cost of service regulation.
A related approach was used in New Zealand. In 2009, a number of changes to the electricity
system were enacted in the Electricity Industry Bill 2009. 51 In addition to a number of
physical asset transfers between suppliers (related to the discussion in Section II.D.2.a), the
reforms included requiring three dominant suppliers, Meridian Energy, Genesis Energy, and
Mighty River Power to undertake “virtual asset swaps.” These asset swaps were implemented
using long-term (15 year) hedge contracts. 52 The New Zealand Electricity Authority found
that the 2009 reforms successfully increased competition, significantly reducing the ability of
generators to unilaterally and profitably raise prices. 53
These contractual arrangements effectively sever the connection between the generation
resource owner’s dominant position and its ability and incentive to exercise market power in
the energy market. Each PPA buyer (or virtual asset owner) becomes the residual claimant on
his generator’s cash flows, so as long as the generation owner is sufficiently compensated for
its costs of operation, it has no incentive to withhold energy. As long as no PPA buyer is
allowed to obtain a dominant position, structural market power is significantly reduced.

48

TransAlta, ATCO, and EPCOR; see AESO (2006), p. 12.

49

AESO (2006), p. 12.

50

These “Availability Incentive Payments” provided incentive for the owner to make the unit
available to the buyer, where payments “flow to owners when unit availability is above target and
to buyers when unit availability is below target.” The incentive payments are based on a 30-day
rolling average pool price and are split between on- and off-peak.
See MSA (2012), p. 5.

51

McSoriley, John (2009), p. 1.

52

Brownlee (2010).

53

New Zealand Electricity Authority (2014).
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Implementation Issues
Addressing structural market power through forward contracting in the WEM would involve
numerous important decisions. The PUO would have to work with stakeholders to determine
the appropriate quantities and terms of contracts, and develop rules for auctioning the
contracts, including participation rules and potential limits on contract prices.
Most fundamentally, the regulator would have to determine the contractual quantities of
sales needed to reduce Synergy’s net long positions. The appropriate quantity would depend
on the productive capabilities of Synergy’s physical assets and its existing contracts, including
load-serving obligations that vary over time, which affect its net long position and
consequently its incentive to exercise market power. The quantity also may depend on
expected supply-demand conditions in the market that affect Synergy’s ability to exercise
market power. No contractual quantity would be perfect, however, since forward contracts
usually specify fixed quantities that may not perfectly match and net out the supplier’s timevarying net position.
It would also be necessary to determine what types of contract terms would work for both
Synergy and for buyers in the WEM. Tolling agreements might seem to be ideal, since they
transfer operational control and offer decisions to the buyer: the buyer basically rents the
plant to burn its own fuel and market the power. This may not work well here, however,
since Synergy already owns the coal and has long-term gas delivery contracts for its plants,
so any tolling agreement would have to specify terms under which Synergy supplies the fuel.
As an alternative, more standard forward contracts for power might be simpler. A specified
quantity of standard forward contracts could be auctioned to the highest bidders. Since
forward contracts do not transfer operational control, however, Synergy would retain the
ability to withhold from the spot market. As mentioned previously, it would be important to
make the terms and conditions for offering long-term contracts sufficient to preclude sellers
from benefitting from an inflated contract price that is reflective of their ability and incentive
to exercise market power in short-term power markets.
Other auction rules would have to be developed to ensure that buyers do not amass enough
supply to gain market power themselves.

Relationship to Behavioural Market Power Mitigation
Mandating forward sales by dominant suppliers can make the market more competitive.
Since no set of contracts is likely to make electricity markets competitive in all circumstances,
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a behavioural market power mitigation mechanism would still be needed to address the
inevitable temporal conditions where the electricity markets remain susceptible to exercises
of market power.
Electricity markets have features that make them vulnerable to potentially substantial
exercises of market power even for a relatively short duration, as a result of the very limited
power storage capabilities, the highly inelastic short-term demand for electric power, and
stochastic changes in demand and supply conditions (e.g., due to forced generating unit and
transmission outages). As such, a dominant supplier would likely retain market power during
peak demand conditions when supplies become tight (because forcing the supplier to sell
enough blocks of power on a forward basis to eliminate their long position during peak
conditions would cause them to be net short in other periods). Even moderately-sized
suppliers can have market power during peak demand periods. And market power can
become especially acute locally when transmission constraints protect local suppliers from
competitors.
However, the instances of market power would become less frequent and less severe if the
dominant supplier were forced to contractually sell some of its output under specified terms
and conditions. Fewer instances of abuse would slip through the behavioural mitigation
mechanism, and fewer offers would have to be investigated.

Recommendation for the WEM
We recommend improving the structural competitiveness of the market through long-term
contracts if not physical divestiture, while retaining behavioural market power mitigation
mechanisms. Such a combination would satisfy the criteria established in Section II.A.2:
•

Achieve SRMC-based energy prices. It achieves the result of a competitive market by
emulating one through contractual means, incentivising market participants to offer
at SRMC most of the time; behavioural mitigation would help enforce SRMC-based
offers the rest of the time.

•

Avoid false positives and egregious false negatives. Both false positive and false
negative behavioural mitigation would become less frequent than if relying solely on
behavioural mitigation in a highly structurally uncompetitive market.

•

Cost effectiveness. Structural improvements would reduce the number of cases the
market monitor would have to investigate, compared to an approach that relies only
on behavioural mitigation.
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•

Transparency in how rules will be interpreted and enforced. Transparency could be at
least as good as under a purely behavioural approach.

The one criterion this approach does not meet is timeliness. It is not feasible to implement
before the required July 2018 timeframe. Planning the PPA auctions is a process that is likely
to take several years (see Implementation Issues above). Furthermore, it may be undesirable
to attempt to conduct these auctions while market rules and conditions are in flux. Both
buyers’ and sellers’ willingness to transact would be impeded by the market and regulatory
uncertainty. We therefore recommend addressing incentives by pursuing forward contracting
in the long-term, while still retaining behavioural market power mitigation mechanisms.
c.

Semi-Regulated Forward Sales

Some market participants have suggested various forms of semi-regulated forward sales as
approaches to market power mitigation. One specific suggestion, replacement of the STEM
with financial instruments similar to those traded in the NEM, is discussed in detail in Section
II.C.3; here, we discuss the general proposal that liquid forward sales can effectively mitigate
market power.
In some markets, dominant suppliers offer “standard products” that they will be willing to
both buy and sell from other market participants, either on a voluntary basis or due to
mandates. Generally, the dominant supplier will be able to set the prices of these standard
products, on the condition that the price at which they are willing to sell is no more than a
fixed percentage higher than the price at which they are willing to buy. The standard
products may be traded bilaterally or offered on exchanges. Mandates for dominant suppliers
to sell or buy on an exchange are sometimes known as “market making” requirements.
In the following section, we discuss how this approach has been used to increase liquidity in
forward markets in the New Zealand and United Kingdom energy markets, and whether this
approach could serve as the primary mechanism for mitigating market power in the WEM.

Voluntary Market-Making in the New Zealand Electricity Market
In 2009, New Zealand had a fairly illiquid futures market. The Minister of Energy and
Resources asked generators with over 500 MW of capacity to “put in place a market for
trading standardised contracts, with low barriers and transaction costs, a clearing house, and
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market makers to provide liquidity” by June 2011. 54 The four largest generator-retailers 55
voluntarily met this request by signing annual, individual market-making agreements 56 with
the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) electricity derivatives market. These agreements
include firm commitments to post the prices at which the companies are willing to both buy
and sell quarterly baseload futures extended out at least three years, and monthly baseload
futures extended out three months. These prices must be posted during one half-hour trading
window each business day. The bid-offer spread has a maximum ceiling of 5 percent, and
there are minimum trade volumes. In return for providing market-making services, the
companies receive incentives from the ASX, such as rebates of trading transaction fees. This
market-making activity has increased certainty around forward prices. 57

Mandated Market-Making in the UK Electricity Market
In March 2014, new obligations to promote liquidity called “Secure and Promote” came into
effect in the UK. The obligations introduced:
•

“Supplier Market Access” rules, a set of minimum service standards for trading
between small suppliers and the eight largest generators intended to make hedging
products more available;

•

A market-making obligation on the six largest vertically-integrated companies to
promote robust reference prices for forward products; and

•

A reporting requirement of day-ahead trading for the eight largest generators to
secure near-term market liquidity. 58

The market-making rules require the six largest vertically-integrated companies to post the
prices at which they are willing to both buy and sell a range of specific products for delivery
periods up to two years in the future. These prices must be posted during two one-hour
trading windows each business day. The bid-offer spreads have maximum ceilings, ranging
from one-half to one percent, depending on the type of product. 59

54

New Zealand Electric Authority (2015), p. 9.

55

Contact Energy, Genesis Energy, Mighty River Power, and Meridian Energy.

56

Formally known as “Daily Settlement Liquidity Provider Agreements.”

57

New Zealand Electric Authority (2015), pp. 12–13.

58

Ofgem (2015a), p. 5.

59

Ofgem (2015a), p. 24. Detailed information on Supplier Market Access rules may be found on pp.
33–36, and further description of the market-making may be found in “Table 2: Market-making
Obligation–detailed rules” on p. 37.
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Benefits of Market-Making Requirements
The market-making approaches described above are aimed at improving liquidity in the
electricity hedge market, and both the New Zealand Electricity Market (NZEM) and United
Kingdom regulators have described their benefits as such. 60 Liquidity is an important and
necessary component in an efficient market. It improves “transparency around forward price
expectations” 61 and ensures that “buyers or sellers that have found the products they need can
then reliably make transactions promptly and at a cost-reflective price.” 62
However, even perfectly liquid forward markets are not sufficient to ensure competitive
pricing where structural market power exists. Market-making approaches are not sufficient to
mitigate market power when used alone. We have found no evidence that either the New
Zealand Electricity Authority or the Ofgem believed that liquidity in forward markets would
make it less likely that dominant players would exert market power in balancing markets, or
lead market prices to approximate SRMC. (We mention this because some market
participants in WEM questioned whether market-making approaches might obviate the need
for market power mitigation).
In summary, liquidity-promoting mechanisms may complement other approaches to address
market power, but there is no evidence that they ensure a well-functioning competitive
market when used alone. We therefore rule out market-making requirements and related
semi-regulated forward sales approaches as the primary market power mitigation mechanism
for Western Australia. They do not satisfy the primary criterion described in Section II.A.2.

E.

LONG-TERM CONSIDERATIONS

Some approaches to mitigating market power in the WEM are infeasible to implement by the
time market reforms take effect in July 2018, but they should be considered as potential
options in the longer term. Specifically, requiring dominant suppliers to divest assets
(discussed in Section II.D.2.a) and mandating long-term forward sales (discussed in Section
II.D.2.b) may be attractive options because they target participants’ incentives and ability to
exercise market power, significantly diminishing the need for active market power mitigation
on an ongoing basis.

60

New Zealand Electric Authority (2015) and Ofgem (2015a).

61

New Zealand Electric Authority (2015), p. 7.

62

Ofgem (2015a), p. 7.
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However, we do not believe either of these approaches, or any others, can yield a WEM that
is fully competitive at all times. A medium-small supplier will be pivotal during tight market
conditions, even if the market is structurally competitive much of the time. And locational
market power may occur from time to time due to transmission constraints. In the extreme,
one or more generators could be constrained-on for a long period of time, as was the case
with Vinalco’s Muja AB plant in 2014.
As a result, we believe there would still be a need for more direct offer mitigation even in a
future WEM that is structurally more competitive.

III. Evaluation of the STEM and Alternatives
A.

INTRODUCTION

The STEM is a centrally-administered day-ahead market where market participants can trade
around their contractual positions without having to arrange a short-term bilateral trade and
without waiting until real-time and being exposed to the volatility of the balancing market.
The STEM provides liquid and competitive trading opportunities because all suppliers holding
resources with capacity credits are obliged to offer their available capacity into the STEM,
while recognising their bilateral transactions. Other supply offers and all buy bids are
voluntary.
Some stakeholders have questioned whether there are effective alternatives to the STEM that
would be less prescriptive and burdensome for suppliers. Particularly in the context of the
energy market reform scheduled for July 2018, some stakeholders have questioned whether
to continue, modify, or eliminate the STEM. The question is timely because the National
Energy Market, with which the WEM will be aligning, does not have a STEM, so adding it
will incur some cost. And if the STEM is continued, it might need enhancements to be
compatible with the features of the new market, in concert with any changes to market
power mitigation (discussed in the previous section of this report).
We have been asked by the PUO to evaluate whether to continue, change, or eliminate the
STEM. To do so, we qualitatively assess the benefits and costs of the STEM and several
alternatives that stakeholders have suggested or that other markets have implemented. Our
assessment considers effectiveness in supporting a liquid, competitive market that helps
minimise customer costs while still providing appropriate incentives to suppliers. We also
consider implementation costs and feasible timing relative to the July 2018 inception date for
the reformed energy market.
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B.

PURPOSE OF THE STEM

The primary purpose of the STEM is to provide market participants access to a liquid,
competitive day-ahead market in which to trade around their bilateral positions and hedge
their exposure to the volatile balancing market. 63 It achieves liquidity through a must-offer
provision obliging resources holding capacity credits to participate. It achieves competitive
pricing through the must-offer provision and an SRMC provision requiring resources’ offers
to reflect reasonable expectations of their SRMC.
A liquid and competitive STEM is an important source of day-ahead hedging for small
retailers, who may face competitive disadvantages in the bilateral markets due to the WEM
being structurally uncompetitive with one dominant supplier. 64 Furthermore, the STEM has
lower credit requirements and transaction costs compared to bilaterals, removing barriers to
entry and lowering costs for participants, particularly small participants. Ultimately, this
means small retailers can better access competitive wholesale prices and compete down retail
prices.
Some stakeholders have questioned, however, whether these benefits justify the costs. Direct
costs include the $1.1 million cost of software upgrades to continue the STEM with the new
market starting July 2018. Indirect costs include the burden on suppliers to formulate offers,
and the risk of offers that fully reflect costs being deemed uncompetitive if SRMC provisions
are interpreted too narrowly. Another possible risk to suppliers is that if they fail to submit
STEM offers in time, they could incur capacity refunds (we understand that the PUO
proposes to extend the STEM submission window by an hour to reduce that risk).

C.

OPTIONS FOR THE STEM OR ALTERNATIVES

The options proposed by stakeholders and the PUO are:
1. Continue the STEM as-is, with the minor modifications proposed in the PUO
policy paper; 65
2. Continue the STEM but make it voluntary;
63

While the annual expected values of peak and off-peak STEM prices are typically within 10
percent of those of the balancing market, the balancing market prices exhibit 1.5-3 times the
volatility. See Economic Regulation Authority (2015b), p. 21 and 35.

64

Small retailers procure nearly half of their energy in the STEM and heavily rely on it as a riskmanagement tool. See, Western Australia PUO (2016), p. 21.

65

These changes include eliminating Resource Plans and increasing the length of the submission
window. See Western Australia PUO (2016a), p. 51.
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3. Replace the STEM immediately with an AEMO-run exchange;
4. Eliminate the STEM completely and rely on the bilateral markets for day-ahead
hedging; and
5. Other proposed options, such as Standard Products.
Below we describe each option and evaluate their costs and benefits. Our primary criterion
for evaluating each option is whether it provides a liquid and competitive day-ahead market.
Our

secondary

criteria

are

costs,

implementation

complications and

risks,

and

implementation timing with respect to the July 2018 start date for the reformed energy
market.
An important question that arises in assessing liquidity and competitiveness is whether it is
necessary to impose must-offer and SRMC provisions directly in a day-ahead market—as in
the STEM—or whether mitigating the balancing market suffices to discipline the day-ahead
market. Our view is that the discipline imposed by the balancing market is helpful but
imperfect because the two markets differ in timing, information, and volatility, among other
differences. For example, if balancing market prices are expected to be $50 but highly
volatile, buyers may not be willing to pay much more than $50 in the day-ahead market (and
that disciplines suppliers), but if they are fairly risk-averse, they might be willing to pay $55.
Suppliers with market power could then charge $55, even if a competitive price were closer
to $50. The difference between $55 and $50 is not nearly as large as the difference between a
totally unmitigated price and a competitive price, but it still matters. Our evaluation therefore
favours approaches like the STEM that can enforce must-offer and SRMC provisions in the
day-ahead timeframe, or at least achieve the same effect.

1.

Continue the STEM

The first option we consider, consistent with the PUO’s proposal, is to maintain the STEM
almost completely as-is with the following minor modifications: (1) eliminate resource plans
and (2) extend the STEM submission window by one hour. 66 Under this option, the STEM
would be maintained with its existing must-offer and SRMC provisions.
The primary advantage of maintaining the STEM as-is would be that doing so would ensure
all buyers continue to have access to a low-transaction-cost, liquid, and competitive market
for day-ahead hedging. As mentioned above, this is particularly important for small retailers

66

Western Australia PUO (2016a), p. 51.
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since the WEM is structurally uncompetitive with one dominant supplier. Additionally, the
STEM is an established mechanism and so its integration into the AEMO’s IT infrastructure is
likely to be achievable by July 2018 without major cost or implementation risk. According to
comments from AEMO, the risk of PUO’s proposed STEM reforms failing to functionally
align with its existing systems is initially low with a low risk for potential divergence.
Furthermore, it classifies the impact of any such misalignment as low and the primary impact
area of that misalignment as cost—suggesting that failing to meet the July 2018
implementation deadline with the STEM reforms is unlikely. 67
As noted above, the cost to upgrade the STEM software so it is compatible with NEMDE
systems is approximately $1.1 million. 68 This cost is likely very small compared to the benefits
if the STEM helps make the entire market more competitive. To provide a sense of scale, the
entire electricity market transacts well over a billion dollars per year. 69
However, some market participants are concerned about the continuation of the STEM as-is.
They contend that the STEM is unnecessary and that the must-offer and SRMC provisions of
the STEM in particular may be heavy-handed, for example, forcing them at times to operate
in a way that loses money. It is our view that these concerns can be addressed by clarifying
the definition of “SRMC” to include all operational (not fixed) costs that a competitive
supplier would consider in forming an optimal offer, as discussed in Section II.C.1 above.
Adopting such an appropriately broad definition of “SRMC” could ensure that generators do
not have to operate in a way that is expected to lose money, even with the must-offer
provision, while still enabling a competitive STEM.
Additionally, a potential complication arises with constrained-off generation in the new
market design. The balancing market is moving to the full security-constrained dispatch of
the NEMDE, whereas the STEM will remain based on a classical economic dispatch engine.
As a result, generators cleared in the STEM, where no transmission constraints are
considered, could be constrained-off in the balancing market. Furthermore, the SRMC and
must-offer provisions in the STEM may force a generator to make a day-ahead sale even if
that generator anticipates being constrained-off in the balancing market. The constrained-off
67

See AEMO (2016a), Appendix B.3.

68

Based on advice from the PUO.

69

There are no readily available figures indicating transacted values (e.g., PPA bilaterals—for both
energy can capacity—are confidential). An indicative figure could be approximated by valuing
capacity at the reserve capacity price and dispatched capacity at average balancing prices. For
example; for the 2014/15 capacity year; the derived capacity value is $740M while the derived
energy value is $809M making a total of $1,549M, according to the PUO.
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generator would then have to buy energy in the balancing market to cover its day-ahead sale.
This situation exposes suppliers to the volatile difference between STEM prices and balancing
prices. To prevent this, the PUO will need to develop a solution, such as allowing suppliers
who are likely to be constrained off to offer above their traditional SRMC.
Another fine point to consider is whether STEM prices will be consistent with those of the
NEMDE-aligned balancing market. Under the proposed design, the STEM will continue to
schedule only energy, rather than co-optimising energy and ancillary services, as NEMDE
will for the balancing market. And yet, since ancillary services contracts will be eliminated,
so will be the current provisions that inform the STEM about contractually-based capacity
reservations for spinning reserves reducing the capacity available for energy. 70 As a result, the
future design could overstate the amount of capacity available for providing energy in the
STEM and could artificially depress prices relative to balancing market prices. On the other
hand, STEM prices may be inflated relative to balancing prices by the absence of offers by
intermittent generators, which are not subject to the STEM’s must-offer rule. On net, if
STEM prices turn out to be systematically above or below balancing energy prices, the PUO
may need to develop a solution. One potential approach would be to allow SRMC-based
STEM offers to account for the value of opportunities foregone in the balancing market.

2.

Make the STEM Voluntary

A second option articulated in stakeholder comments to the PUO’s market reform proposal, is
to maintain the STEM without its must-offer provision for resources holding capacity
credits. 71 Under this proposal, the SRMC provision of the STEM would remain intact, but
participation in the STEM would be voluntary.
In our view, this option is unlikely to result in a liquid, competitive day-ahead market for
hedging. Without the must-offer provision, there is no mechanism to prevent suppliers from
withholding in the STEM. This could force buyers to choose between hedging at an elevated
price or being exposed to volatile (but competitive) real-time prices. As such, it would not

70

Under the existing STEM design, units with contracted spinning reserve capacity that the system
operator deems necessary for spinning reserve in the trading day is withheld from those units’
STEM offers.

71

In the current STEM design, resources with capacity credits must offer that capacity in the STEM.
Those that fail to make themselves available in a STEM interval without due cause, e.g., an
approved outage, could be subject to a refund of those credits. If STEM is maintained without a
must-offer provision, all capacity credit refunds would be settled in the balancing market.
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provide the main benefits of the must-offer STEM, yet it would incur the same
implementation costs as the must-offer STEM. We therefore do not recommend it.

3.

Replace the STEM Immediately with a Power Exchange

Another proposed option is to eliminate the STEM and replace it with an AEMO-run power
exchange. Power exchanges are a relatively common approach to creating hedging
opportunities complementary to the bilateral markets in electricity markets lacking an
operator-administered day-ahead market. For example, short- and long-term hedging in the
NEM and the New Zealand Electricity Market, which lack operator-administered day-ahead
markets, is achieved via electricity products traded on the ASX. Similarly, market participants
in the United Kingdom, where no operator-administered day-ahead markets exist, rely on
exchanges such as APX Power UK, the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE), and N2EX UK for
intra-day, day-ahead, and longer-term hedging products.
An AEMO-run power exchange could offer day-ahead hedging products that substitute for
the STEM and additional products reflecting the hedging preferences of WEM participants.
To create liquidity in the exchange, Synergy would be required to serve as a market maker, as
in other exchanges with one or more dominant participants. 72 Under a market-maker
provision, Synergy would be obliged to offer regulated quantities of specified exchange
products, including, day-ahead hedging products, at a regulated price or with a regulated
bid/ask spread.
An AEMO-run exchange with market-maker provisions for Synergy could work well to
support a liquid, competitive day-ahead market. First, the AEMO could be given the
authority to impose market-maker obligations, unlike the operator of an independently-run
exchange, such as the ASX. Second, an exchange with a market-maker provision and a tight

bid/ask spread can achieve the market power mitigation effects of the STEM by translating
backwards the effect of a mitigated balancing market. 73 And third, an AEMO-run exchange

72

To promote liquidity for quarterly and monthly baseload futures, New Zealand Electricity
products on the ASX have deployed market-maker provisions involving four of the five largest
gentailers in New Zealand. However, owing to the ASX being an independent exchange, these
provisions are entered into voluntarily via contracts between the ASX and the gentailers. See New
Zealand Electric Authority (2015).

73

Enforcing a tight bid/ask spread would pressure Synergy to offer close to the expected price in the
balancing market since doing otherwise would invite transactions that it would have to settle at a
loss the following day. For example, if the expected balancing market price were $50 and the
regulated bid/ask spread were $3 but Synergy tried to offer its energy at $60, market participants
could opt to sell to Synergy at $57. Synergy would have to buy that energy day-ahead then re-sell
Continued on next page
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could minimise transaction costs and credit requirements similarly to the STEM, and this
would support market participation and liquidity.
An AEMO-run exchange could offer some advantages over the STEM. It could be used to
provide a broader range of products. It could address some market participants’ concerns
regarding the burden placed on them by the STEM’s must-offer provision, since participation
would only be obligatory for the market maker. Another more subtle advantage is that
transaction prices could reflect market participants’ expectations of the effect of transmission
and operating constraints that STEM does not account for, as discussed in Section III.C.1. This
could improve the accuracy of forward price signals in the WEM.
However, implementing an AEMO-run exchange with market-maker provisions is not
without challenges. The regulator or market monitor would have to determine how much
quantity Synergy would have to offer for each hour, considering bilateral commitments,
generator outages, transmission constraints and the economics of the fleet (e.g., to avoid
making Synergy sell output corresponding to the capacity of its peaking plants when such
plants are not expected to generate in real time). They would have to choose an appropriate
bid/ask spread that pressures Synergy to trade close to the expected balancing price (which is
mitigated), but without excessively exposing it to money-losing transactions when it guesses
the balancing price wrong. Making such determinations could be more risky and complex to
design than just keeping STEM. Furthermore, there are cost and implementation
uncertainties associated with establishing an exchange that may exceed those of the alreadyestablished STEM. Finally, it is unclear how this arrangement could be more effective than
the STEM at offering liquid, competitive day-ahead hedging opportunities.
On balance, we see an AEMO-run exchange with market-maker provisions as a potentially
viable alternative to STEM, but having failed to identify significant incremental benefits, we
do not see the justification for the incremental complexity and risk.

4.

Eliminate STEM and Rely on Bilateral Markets

Bilateral markets are a fundamental feature of the WEM and are the venue for the majority of
the electricity transacted there on time periods longer than day-ahead. Recognising this
prominent role of bilateral markets, several market participants support the elimination of the
STEM contending that its functions can be accomplished by the existing structure of bilateral
Continued from previous page

it in the balancing market at $50, losing $7. The more prudent offer would be closer to $50 to
avoid this expected loss.
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arrangements and Standard Products. 74,75 Furthermore, these market participants maintain
that eliminating the STEM may accelerate the creation of an independent exchange in the
WEM, such as that run by ASX in NEM, that could further meet participant demand for
hedging products. However, until such an exchange were to arise, market participants would
be responsible for developing their own short-term hedging arrangements through bespoke
bilateral transactions and existing Standard Products, which we discuss in the following
section.
The main benefit of pursuing a purely bilateral market for hedging in WEM is cost savings:
discontinuing the STEM eliminates the cost and effort associated with redeveloping the
software to align with the NEM. Moreover, since moving to a bilateral market would not
require updates to NEM software, it could be achieved by the July 2018 implementation
deadline.
Similar to exchange prices, the bilateral prices can capture the impacts of market challenges
not captured by the STEM, such as the constrained-off operation impacts discussed above. As
with exchanges, this information can lead to price signals in the bilateral markets that can
enhance operations and investment incentives. However, the formation of price signals that
deliver such economic and operational efficiencies is predicated on the bilateral markets
being liquid and competitive, which is unlikely to be the case in WEM due to Synergy’s
dominant position.
The major concern with relying on bilateral arrangements only is that bilateral markets
would lack the must-offer and SRMC provisions central to the STEM. Lacking these
provisions, the bilateral market may not provide the liquid and competitive day-ahead
hedging opportunities that the STEM provides. 76 While a purely bilateral market’s prices
would be somewhat disciplined by a mitigated balancing market, the effect would not be
perfect. A dominant participant would have the power to set the price for bilateral
transactions above the expected balancing market price, which could result in risk-averse
retailers incurring additional costs to achieve their desired day-ahead hedges compared to the
STEM. Furthermore, market participants would face higher credit requirements and

74

See, for example, Alinta Energy (2016).

75

The Standard Products are quarterly and annual contracts for peak and flat (all hours) power that
Synergy is obliged to offer in the WEM. Synergy must make available a minimum of 5 MW of buy
and 5 MW of sell contracts per week at a bid/ask spread that does not exceed 20%. For a complete
description of Standard Products, see State of Western Australia (2014).
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See, for example, Community Electricity (2016), p. 1.
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transactions costs in bilateral markets than they do in the STEM, further reducing liquidity in
those markets. Finally, bilateral markets do not provide the price transparency that the STEM
or exchanges can provide, increasing information discovery costs.
As a result of these shortcomings, we do not view moving to purely bilateral markets as a
viable alternative to the STEM for providing liquid, competitive day-ahead hedging
opportunities. It is our position that the loss of competitiveness and liquidity that may result
from the dearth of options for imposing must-offer and market power mitigation in the
bilateral markets is unlikely to be justified by the cost-savings associated with eliminating the
STEM.

5.

Other Approaches

Some participants have suggested that continued or enhanced Standard Products can make
the STEM unnecessary. However, we see the Standard Products as a complement to the
STEM, not a substitute, since it operates on a different timeframe. Standard Products are
quarterly and annual and do not provide day-ahead hedging opportunities. In theory, the
Standard Products could be expanded to include day-ahead products, but then the same
complications would apply that we identified above regarding exchanges with market-maker
provisions. Notably, even the current Standard Products suffer from low transaction volume,
presumably because the regulator has not fully fine-tuned the bid/ask spread or other
provisions.
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Appendix A. Concepts for Screening Analyses
As discussed in Section II.C.2, ex post mitigation starts with screens to identify possible
violations that warrant further scrutiny. The two basic types of screens will:
1. Identify when market power exists, by defining the relevant market and analysing
market conditions and supplier positions; and
2. Identify when a supplier’s offers exceed SRMC.
The following concepts could be incorporated into these two types of screens to detect the
exercise of market power.

1.

Identify When Market Power Exists

Any test for the presence of market power starts by defining the relevant market.
Since electricity is difficult to store, and many users have little ability to substitute across
time, each trading period can be considered a separate relevant market. In addition,
transmission constraints may from time to time preclude the free trade of energy across
different areas. In these cases, suppliers who do not generally possess market power may
enjoy locational market power. The market monitor should separately evaluate each “relevant
product and geographic market” and use structural tests to determine whether each market
and trading period of interest presents a potential market power concern.
In other wholesale energy markets, various market concentration and “pivotal supplier” tests
are used to assess whether the market structure is conducive to exercises of market power
such that ex ante mitigation efforts are needed. Although other aspects of ex ante market
power mitigation are not suitable for WEM, structural tests such as these have proven to be
reliable screens for market power across markets with a variety of characteristics and
operating rules. Similar tests can be useful as screens in ex post efforts to assess and sanction
exercises of market power.
While measures of market structure, such as the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) of
market concentration, are relatively crude mechanisms for assessing whether significant
exercises of market power are possible, the various pivotal supplier tests used in regional
wholesale electricity markets can provide more targeted information about the time periods
and locations where firms may have the ability to significantly elevate market prices.
A pivotal supplier is a market participant whose generation is necessary to meet market
demand. Due to constraints such as capacity limitations affecting other market participants,
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transmission constraints, or other structural issues, the residual demand facing the supplier is
highly inelastic (price-insensitive), so the pivotal supplier has a strong incentive to exercise
substantial market power. Pivotal supplier screens test for situations when a single supplier
may be pivotal, or a small group of suppliers are “jointly” pivotal.
When deciding whether to use a single-pivotal-supplier, two-pivotal-supplier, or threepivotal-supplier test, the market monitor must consider the risks and costs of both underidentifying and over-identifying a supplier’s ability and incentive to exercise market power.
Single-pivotal-supplier tests are conservative in that they fail to identify situations where a
supplier is not fully pivotal (i.e., the market can meet load without relying upon that supplier)
but nonetheless has both the ability and incentive to raise prices by economically
withholding supply (e.g., through above-cost offers for the use of some of its resources).
By contrast, the three-pivotal-supplier tests may yield more “false positives”—that is, it may
“flag” circumstances as potentially problematic where there is not an incentive or ability to
exercise substantive market power.
When used in the context of ex ante mitigation, false positives present a significant problem
because the mitigation is applied automatically and can directly affect market outcomes.
By contrast, when used with ex post mitigation, screens that yield “false positives” are less
problematic because they merely identify situations that require further investigation.
In this context, effective ex post enforcement may lean toward the application of broader
screens, since the investigation process can be used to focus punishment only on those cases
where there is sufficient evidence that market power actually has been exercised. As long as
the pivotal supplier test is used in conjunction with other screens, and the cost of
(preliminary) investigation in the case of false positives is not too high, this may be more
desirable than a test that fails to sufficiently identify significant market power concerns.
The residual demand test is another market power screen, one which identifies conditions
where there is both an ability and incentive to exercise market power. 77 Each supplier’s
residual demand curve is calculated by subtracting the offer curves of all other suppliers from
the total demand curve. The “elasticity” of this residual demand curve, particularly evaluated
around the market price, provides a measure of the market power held by each supplier in
that period. It can be directly used to assess the supplier’s incentive to raise price above its
SRMC.

77

Twomey, et al. (2005).
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Small suppliers frequently face high residual demand elasticity, such that there is not much
incentive for the supplier to attempt to achieve a price increase, due to the relatively large
share of sales it would lose as a result. By contrast, pivotal suppliers face a highly inelastic
residual demand at some point, demonstrating that they have an ability to significantly
increase price by withholding output. The residual demand test can reveal cases when a
supplier may not be strictly pivotal, but still faces a situation where it can induce a large
increase in price without sacrificing a large share of sales in the process.
For monitoring purposes, a supplier’s residual demand curve can be calculated using the same
information available to the market operator for balancing purposes. The market monitor can
choose a threshold elasticity level that balances the concerns for false positives and false
negatives. The pivotal supplier test and the residual demand test, when used together, will
provide the market monitor excellent information about the market conditions and degree of
market power in each relevant market.

2.

Identify When a Supplier’s Offers Exceed SRMC

As discussed in Section II.C.2, generators face various uncertainties at the time they form
their offers. The market monitor has to recognise that when reviewing offers, along with
another set of uncertainties: the market monitor has less information about a generator’s
actual costs than they do. Even if each generator submits information on its unit
characteristics and fuel contracts, fuel costs are particularly challenging for the market
monitor to estimate. Fuel contracts can be complicated and not transparent, and secondary
spot markets are also not transparent in Western Australia; these markets determine the
opportunity cost of fuel under a take-or-pay contract. In light of these endemic uncertainties,
we recommend two complementary approaches to screening for uncompetitive offers.
The first and most obvious approach is to compare actual offers to benchmark offers
reflecting the cost information the market monitor has about the unit characteristics and fuel
contracts and markets. Startup costs have to be amortised over an expected quantity of
output, which can be estimated using the actual dispatch. A more sophisticated approach
would estimate the optimal offer a competitive supplier could make, given its costs and
market prices—this approach is better because it avoids the self-fulfilling prophecy where an
aggressive generator offers at a high price consistent with very little dispatch, and then the
high offer price prevents it from being dispatched.
An alternative is to set the reference level based on a prior period, such as a shoulder period,
during which the market monitor believes competitive conditions were more prevalent. This
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has the advantage of being the least informationally intensive method of setting the reference
price. However it may be less accurate since conditions affecting costs can change.
In both cases, a “reasonableness” standard has to be applied, recognising that any particular
offer might differ from the market monitor’s competitive benchmarks. Identifying an offer
slightly above the benchmark in a few trading intervals should be excused. We would
recommend flagging only offers that substantially exceed benchmarks for a single or a few
trading intervals, or a pattern of smaller discrepancies that occur frequently.
These tests are most meaningful when applied in combination with the market power screen
described above. For example, if offers tend to increase when the market power screens are
flagged, this may be a strong indicator of the exercise of market power.
The market monitor should clearly define the approaches used to screen for abuses of market
power, and yet may wish to withhold information about the specific thresholds used to
trigger questioning or investigation from market participants. Clearly defining the maximum
allowable deviations from SRMC-based pricing, sometimes known as a “bright line test,” may
enable dominant suppliers to safely exert a limited amount of market power, which is
undesirable. Tests that are well defined but have a hidden or fuzzy threshold may be more
likely to incentivise participants to fully comply with the spirit of the regulation and price at
their true SRMC.
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